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Welcome to ASI FrontDesk, 

 

ASI FrontDesk is a comprehensive, affordable, dynamic and easy-to-use property management software for Hotel, 

Motel, Resort, B&B, Hostel, Service Apartment etc. kind of rental accommodation industry.  

 

Some of the features of ASI FrontDesk (ASI FD) are as follows:  

 Completely configurable as per property.  

 Hotel status from three different main interfaces.  

 Reservation on room type and/or specific rooms.  

 Easy Check-In and Check-Out process.  

 Check-In wizard, keep it simple or collect other additional information about your guests.  

 Hourly rental – You can manage your hourly rentals such as conference rooms, recreational.  

 Ability to block rooms for service/reservations for specific date/date range.  

 Multiple rate & rate type support in single stay.  

 Multiple currency – Ability to have different payment type for each payment transaction.  

 Night audit operations with detail reporting.  

 Group management.  

 Direct Billing/City Ledger.  

 Travel Agent and business source management.  

 Discount feature – Allow you to offer specific discount without changing the rates.  

 2 Way Interface - Real Time Direct Integration (Rates - Inventory) with all the leading OTA's & GDS.  

 Online credit card processing – Allows payments from credit cards. This feature allows you to use your 
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existing merchant company.  

 Reminder feature – Allows desk clerks to communicate with each other more efficiently and precisely.  

 Comprehensive user management.  

 Full network support.  

 

This help document will explain the concept and usage of the ASI FD, for more information or technical assistance 

please contact Anand Systems Inc Technical Support.  

 

 

Thank you 

Anand Systems Inc 

 

 

  

 

 

Copyright © 1999-2015 Anand Systems Inc. All rights reserved.   

http://www.anandsystems.com/hospitality/contactus.htm
http://www.anandsystems.com/
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System Requirements 
ASI FD has different system requirements depending on property size, installation type and optional modules, 

following is the minimum requirement to use the software.  

 

Operating System: Windows XP Service Pack 3, Windows Vista (32 / 64 bit), Windows 7 (32 / 64 bit), Windows 8, 

Windows Server 2003 Service Pack 2, Windows Server 2008 (32 / 64 bit).  

Processor: Dual Core or Core 2 Duo or higher  

Memory: 3 GB or higher recommended  

Hard Disk: 40 GB or higher  

Resolution: 1024 * 768 or higher  

Internet: Required for credit card processing, online reservation, sending e-mails, automatic backup upload and 

software update modules. Its recommended for better technical support.  

 

 

Note:  

Microsoft Office and Acrobat Reader is required for exported data and reports. External hard disk is 

recommended for database backup.  

Please contact ASI support team to get more information about latest requirement or suggested hardware for 

any customized needs e.g. Call Accounting Interface, Electronic Key Lock Interface, Room Entertainment 

System Interface etc.  
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Supported Hardware Installations 
 

 Scanshell Hardware Setup 

 If we want to install Scanner then first of all we need to have latest SDK for the scanner installation. 

 If we use latest SDK then all the drivers & required SDK updates can be automatically include in computer while 

setting up the scanner. 

 Scanshell has different kinds of modals like for example Scanshell 800, Scanshell 1000, Scanshell etc... 

 The latest SDK includes drivers for all the modals. 

 Below is the latest SDK link for Scanshell. 

 

SDK Download Link 
http://setup.asifrontdesk.com/Tools/scanshell_sdk_setup_10.04.16.12.exe  ( 101 MB File ) 

Installation Steps 
 Once you download the setup file, you will see one executable file place on your download folder which is 

named as “scanshell_sdk_setup_10.04.16.12 “ & will look like below mentioned snapshot. Please have a look. 

http://setup.asifrontdesk.com/Tools/scanshell_sdk_setup_10.04.16.12.exe%20%20%20%20%20(%20101%20MB%20File%20)
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 Now first of all please make sure that you have not plugged in the scanner device in the computer. We need to 

install the software first & then need to plug in the device.  

 Once you see this setup file in your downloads folder, please double click on it to start installation of SDK 

software & kindly just follow the instructions that comes up on the screen step by step. 

 Once you see the below mentioned screen, kindly please select your device modal type from the provide 

options in this list & then click “next” button in the window. 
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 After you click on next button, the installation of the software will start like mentioned below. Kindly please 

wait until the installation process finishes & then click on finish button at the end. Please see the screen below 

now. 

 

 

 Once you click on finish button, you can say that you have successfully installed all the required drivers for your 

scanner. 

 Now it’s time to plug-in your scanner device & see in your computer’s device manager. 

 If you get the notification message in bottom right screen of the desktop screen then you scanner is all set to 

use in the computer. 

 You just have to make few small settings in your FrontDesk module under the file button which I have 

mentioned in the snapshot here. Please have a look here. It will act step by step in 3 different clicks. I have 

mentioned 3 snapshots here. Please have a loom onto them accordingly. 
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 Here in this window, please select scanner Tab... 
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 Here in this window, kindly select the scanner’s modal type & click on Ok button. 

 
 

 If you have Scanshell 800 then you will have to click on calibrate scanner option else all other scanner modals 

does not require the calibration. 

 Now you are all set to use your scanner device in your ASI FrontDesk 6.0 software by clicking on Id scan button 

in the check-in window of any Room. 

 Thank you for reading the Documentation & Thank you for your Time. 
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ASI FrontDesk Configuration 6.0 
 

Any setting to be made in the software is to be done from the ASI FrontDesk Configuration. And its result can be 

monitored in the ASI FrontDesk.  

 

The configuration starts with the configuring of property information. As an effect, you will find the property 

information on the ASI FrontDesk Configuration and ASI FrontDesk. The property information is displayed on the 

reports, ASI FD generates. Therefore if you miss to configure the property, you will find no property information on 

the reports.  
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 File 

Property Information 
Here you can add/edit the above available details. For example Image is not added here for the property. We can just 
hit add and then browse the path of the image and then save it.  
 

 

Clicking on Save button will save the above information (if edited) and the image will be saved which in-turn will be 
displayed on all the Reports/Folio(s)/Bill(s)/Receipt(s).  
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Settings 
All the settings pertaining to the Rental or the Display structure, software features, adding prefixes or setiing custom 

Folio/Reservation/Receipt numbers, Email-account setup, Automatic Reports Print/Email setup, Credit-card 

processing setup, etc. can be done from here.  
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Rental Settings   

Display Settings   

Features Settings   

Folio Number Settings   

Localization Settings   

Email & Report Settings   

Credit Card Settings   

Message Prompts Settings  
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Rental Settings 

 

 

 

 Check mark the 'Remember Room of Guest' option if you want to display the Room in which guest stayed in his 
previous stay during Check-In.  

 Check mark the 'Remember Rate for Guest' option if you want to display the rate at which the guest was rented 
in his previous stay during Check-In. The software asks you a question, if you want to charge the same rate of his 
previous stay during check in. Go for yes if you want to apply the same rate else no.  

 If a 'Deposit' is added to a guest folio, you cannot Check-Out the guest until you refund the Deposit. But if the 
'Allow Check-Out with Deposit' is check-marked, you can Check-Out the guest for whom the Deposit exists.  

 Check mark the 'Allow Check-Out with Auth. Payment', if you want to allow the guest Check-Out with 
Authorized Payments.  

 You can automate the changing of room status where the room status is automatically changed to the vacant 
state from the check out or clean state when a new day is created. If you don’t automate, it continues to show 
the same status unless you forcefully change it.  

 Rent & Deposit Posting is one of the important features of ASI FrontDesk. This feature is configurable. 
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Whenever Rent Posting feature is enabled, ASI FrontDesk automatically posts the respective guest’s rent on the 
creation of new day and update the checkout date (increment number of nights) for all the guests staying in the 
hotel. For example, suppose a guest is checked in on 1st July and assigned rate package of one night. Now, when 
you create new day 2nd July before checking out the guest, the system will post the room rent of 2nd July to the 
guest (add the rent to existing balance) and increment the number of nights to two. Therefore, room rent 
posting is automated.  

 You can also disable the Rent Posting feature. Having disabled the feature, the room rent will neither be posted 
to the guest’s balance on the creation of new day nor will the checkout date be updated. If you fail to checkout 
the guest, the checkout date of the guest will remain same and the respective guest information will be 
displayed in the Late Checkout list, if they are supposed to check out on that day.  

 You can select to lock days automatically once in specific number of days so that the normal desk clerks will be 
unable to access or perform any transaction on the locked days. This feature is introduced for security purposes. 
Nobody can unlock the days except the Admin or the Users with Admin privileges. When you enable this feature, 
the rooms are locked in ASI FrontDesk.  

 Specify the 'Minimum Rental Age' here so that to block the Check-In by scanning/swiping the ID's or Passports 
of a guest who fall short of age specified here.  

 Set the amount of 'Balance' and the number of 'Stay Over' days for the Rooms to Flash in Unit View.  

 While changing the rate and extending the 'Stay Days' for a guest, choose from among which rate to be carried 
forward and applied to the guest stay. Either the 'Last Date Rate' (the rate which was applied on the last day 
before extending the Stay) or the 'Specific Date Rate' (the Rate which is set for that particular date from the 
Rate View).  

 To facilitate the automatic change of Room Status at New Day, check-mark  the 'Auto Change Room Status at 
NewDay'  

 To make the 'V/Dirty' and/or 'V/Clean' Rooms count as 'Vacant' for the future dates, check-mark  the 'Room 
Status as Available Room' feature.  

 To set the default 'Discount' settings, check-mark  the settings as on what charges should the 'Discount' be 
applied and in which format (i.e. in % Percentage or a Flat Amount).  

 To display a warning before Checking-In a guest in Rooms lying under the 'V/Dirty' or 'V/Clean' states, 
check-mark  'Display Dirty & Clean For Check-In'.  
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Display Settings 

Here you can set/change/alter the Display & Font Settings for the Room, List, Tape Chart & Rate View.  

 

 

Room View 
 Select what the Background color of the Room to be. Should that be the 'Room Type Color' (this color is defined 

while creating the RoomTypes) or the 'Room Status Color' (the color codes for different Room Status viz. 
V/Ready, O/Clean, O/Dirty etc..)  

 Select what the Text color of the Room to be. Should that be the 'Room Type Color' (this color is defined while 
creating the RoomTypes) or the 'Room Status Color' (the color codes for different Room Status viz. V/Ready, 
O/Clean, O/Dirty etc..)  

 If you select the Room Background Color to be the 'Room Type Color' then the Room Text Color automatically 
switched to the 'Room Status Color' and vice-versa.  

 Check-mark  the 'Show Stay-over with < and >' to denote the Stay-Over days for the guest on the Rooms within 
the angular brackets.  

 Select the Font Size of the Room Numbers displayed on the Rooms from the drop down list. 

List View Font Style  
Set the Font, Font Size & Font Style of the guest data text which is view-able in the List View.  

Tape Chart View Font Style 
Set the Font, Font Size & Font Style of the guest data text which is viewable in the Tape Chart View.  

Display Rate 
check-mark which of the Rate should show up in the Rate View.  
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Display Images  
 Select which images to show up for the Rooms in the Unit View, the List View & the Tape Chart View.  

 check-mark  the 'Express Check-In' if you want to activate the and select the payment type to be the default 
payment type for this feature.  

 check-mark  the 'Express Check-Out' if you want to activate this feature. 

 If you wish to capitalize the guest information on the Room Check-In form, check-mark  the 'Capitalize Guest 
Information'. 

 If you wish to have the guest information in the Proper Case on the Room Check-In form, then check-mark  the 
'Name in Proper Case'. 

 While logging in to the software, if you wish to auto-complete your name then check-mark  the 'Auto 
Complete UserName on Login' feature. 

 While searching the guest past stay history before checking him in, check-mark  the 'Show Guest Search 
History' if you wish the software to show up the past stay history of the guest. 
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Features 

 

 Check-mark  the 'Group' feature to be able to use the Group Operations such as 'Group Booking', 'Group 
Reservation', 'Group Check-In' & 'Group Check-Out'.  

 Check-mark  the 'Booking' to enable to Booking feature wherein it is made on a particular RoomType.  

 Check-mark the 'Detailed Tax' to be able to enter in the Sub-taxes for the Rental/Sales taxes. It defines a tree like 
structure.  

 Check-mark the 'Tax Inclusive' to define the rates inclusive of taxes.  

 Check-mark the 'Shift Operation' to mark & ensure the shift details of each desk clerk when there exist more 
than one user accessing the software.  

 Check-mark the 'Business Source' to enable the Direct Billing concept where you directly post the charges to the 
company instead the guest folio.  

 Check-mark the 'Reservation' to enable to Reservation feature to enable the Reservations.  

 Check-mark the 'Payment Transfer' to enhance the guest luxury of transferring rental charges for multiple rooms 
on to one single Room / Guest.  

 Check-mark the 'Multiple Currency' to accept the payments in multiple currencies.  

 Check-mark the 'Multi Room Selection' to enable the assignment of multiple rooms for one guest during his one 
single stay.  

 You can set the default 'Check-In', 'Check-Out', Reservation Status, RateType, Stay Days, StayHours when the 
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Rooms are selected to be 'Hourly Rental' which will in-turn show up on Check-In form and Booking/Reservation 
forms. You can even view a report for all the Reservations based on the Reservation Status.  

 Having purchased the license for the 'Swipe Card Reader', you need to enable it from here and select its working 
for ID Card (Driving License & State ID) & Credit Cards.  

 Having purchased the license for the 'Call Accounting Software', you need to enable it from here with the help 
of the ASI team and enable its working.  

 Select the 'Reservation No. of Years' to be able to enter in the Reservations for that number of years from today. 
You need to contact ASI team for enabling it. Once the change is done, it is ir-reversible.  

 To turn on the 'Bed' (MicroUnit) feature and to set it's 'Caption', click on 'On' and set the value. Specifically 
useful for the Hospital & Hostel units.  

 To set the Date specification for the working of the WakeUp call feature, click on 'On' and set the value. Select 
'ASI FD' if you need to work with the ASI Date Settings and select 'System' if you need to work with your 
Computer Date/Time Settings.  

 Specify the Backup paths for the software to store the backups when it does the backups automatically.  

 

  

Note: Only if these features are check-marked here, you will get to see/use them in the 

ASI FrontDesk. 
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Folio Number 
ASI FrontDesk by default offers you default folio number generation during the FrontDesk operations.  

 

 

You can desire even the folio number to auto increment by setting the starting number of Folio, Reservation Folio, 

Booking Folio, Group Folio, Receipt Number & Business Source Invoice Number.  

You can also set a Prefix string before the Folio Numbers could begin.  

For instance, you can add a prefix before the Folio Numbers as shown in the image.  
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Localization 

 

 You can even change the default captions associated with each country. For example, unlike in United States the 
State is represented as Province in Canada, the Zip Code is represented as per Code in Canada. By default you 
have United States as localization option.  

 The Fiscal Year is the setting for the Financial Year, based on which you have the Yearly Reports generated in the 
software. For instance, starting 1st January to 31st December, is the setting for the United States. Whereas in 
India, this same settings refers to as starting from, 1st April to 31st March.  

 The Weekend days selection may also differ from place to place just as the Fiscal Year settings. So here you 
need to mark the days which are said to be as the Weekend days applicable as per your localization. 
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Email and Report 

 

Email Settings 

For Emailing the reports, you need to setup the Sender account details through which any 

Report(s)/Folio(s)/Invoice(s) which are to be emailed will be sent through this Email ID. To be able to enter in the 

further details, click on the 'On' button. 

If you intend to use a Gmail account for this purpose, the preset settings are provided except the UserName & the 

Password. 

Else if you wish you to use your own domain for this purpose, you need to get the details like 'Server Name' & 'Port 

Number' from the Domain provider.  

To test out the E-mail settings made by you, click on the 'Test E-mail' button. 

Define the list of recipients who should receive the Night Audit Reports E-mailed in the 'Email Receipient' area. Enter 

multiple E-mail addresses separated by a comma (,). 

Select the format of the Report to be E-mailed to be of in the PDF (Requires Adobe Acrobat Reader to be installed to 

be able to view the reports) or in an Excel Sheet (Requires MS-Office or Open-Office to be installed to be able to view 

the reports) format. 
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Reports at New Day 

Night Audit is a common activity which is carried out by authorized persons such as the Admin or the Auditor. That is 

you must be privileged to audit. The auditor at the end of the day can do the audit on hotel transaction activities 

carried out on that day and get back to the management if found something improper. 

The software does not force the auditor to audit routinely, that is daily, but logically he cannot proceed the auditing 

for forthcoming days unless he finishes auditing for the previous days. The auditor can do audit for exactly one day 

at a time and exactly once. 

ASI FD is so economical that you can either opt to print the reports or email them to yourself for being eco-friendly 

and saving paper and printing them only if utmost necessary. The reports to be printed or emailed can be selected 

from the available list of reports. To Print the reports click on the 'Print' button and to email click on the 'Email' 

button. 

Apart from selecting the operations from either 'Print' or 'Email', you need to turn on the working of this feature 

from the NewDay form in ASI FrontDesk. Check-mark the 'Automatic Print Reports' for the same.  

 

But the NewDay/Night Audit reports in such cases can be printed/emailed whenever required only by the privileged 

users. 

For the Reports to get saved while exporting any of the Reports, define a default path for them as when you Export 

any report from the ASI FrontDesk, it automatically gets saved on the specified default path described here instead 

of asking the path each time.  

Select the Guest Invoice to show either the 'Full Stay' or 'Actual Stay' of the guest.  

Select from the list the Font size for the report data.  

Check-mark the 'Show Guest Name on Housekeeping' Report if you wish to have the guest name to be printed on 

the House-Keeping Report  

In order to E-mail all the error to the ASI Support team, check-mark  the 'Email Errors to ASI Support' feature. 

Note: The Desk Users who do not have the privilege to view the Night Audit reports and 

if the NewDay is done by such users, No Report will Print or will be Emailed in such 
case. 
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Credit Card 

There are two ways of charging the guest. One is through the Sale and the other one is Authorized.  

 

In Sale the desk clerk charges the guest either through cash or credit cards and the money goes to the hotel instantly 
whereas in Authorized the desk clerk authorize the guest (for his credit card) during his stay and charges him later. 
Remember that, if the guest is Authorized, the desk clerk does not debit the money from the guest account instantly 
and he does sale when he is leaving.  

The system provides you the Authorized option in the Amount Paid Details form. If you select the Authorized/Sale 

option, by default this Authorized option is checked which means you can authorize the guest. Therefore you have to 

decide what type of Credit Card Charge Method you would like to have.  
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Message Prompts 

 

This feature lets you remind of any extra details/messages/questions/greetings etc. upon different stages as 

mentioned here.  

For instance, if you need to remind yourself to ask the guest for having any pets with them when you've a 'NO PET' 

policy. Alternatively, you can also write a question confirming the guest payment before Checking-Out the guest.  

Whenever you make a change in the guest Booking/Reservation/Check-In/ Payments etc., you need to click on 

'Update', in order to save these changes made. Upon making these changes, a message box comes up, saying 

'Information Updated'. Now you can customize this message for the Check-In & Reservation modes. what message 

prompt do you need to get  

You can also manage the sound for the Hourly Check-Outs you make. Choose from your own media library which 

alert sound to be played while an Hourly Check-Out is made. 
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 Property 

Tax 
You have to store the taxes that are applied on the guest stay i.e. Occupancy Tax and some of the other charges i.e. 

State Sales Tax. You can also free the guest from charging tax after certain days. You can also enter the taxes that 

Local tax, State tax and Sales tax comprise of. In other words it means that you can define new tax if not present say 

for example VAT, City Tax, GST etc. But you can do this only if you activate this feature.  

 

 

 

Note:  

 If you have enabled the Detailed Tax feature, you will find the Local Tax, State Tax and Tax link. 
Click on these links to enter the sub taxes. Remember that the taxes are total of the sub taxes.   

 Remember that the Taxes will be applied only from the next day.  

 You can also define the detailed taxes in Other Charges as well. 
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Building 

 

If you add a Building by mistake, you can select the Building by clicking on it and then click on DELETE button to 

delete the Building. 

 

 

 

 

Note: Once you configure the property, add rooms and make transactions, there is no way you can 
delete the Building. 

Note: The system will automatically add one building with the same name as your property. You can 

add more buildings and delete the default building added by the system. 
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Floor 

The software allows you to add floors in your building. This is particularly helpful when dealing with multiple floor 

properties. It also quickly allows you to see vital rental information floor by floor.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note: You cannot DELETE the floor once you make any transaction of any kind on any of the rooms 
created on that Floor.  
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Room Type 

 

In this form, you will specify all RoomTypes you have. Each RoomType is characterized by a short name (maximum of 

5 characters) and a full descriptive name. Short Name will be used on reports. As a general rule of thumb, each short 

name should be as small as possible and still retain its uniqueness.  

Enter a short name and full name. Click on    and specify the background color for this room type and then 

click on ADD button. Repeat the process for each type of rooms you have. 

Here, you can also decide upon to have the rates of the RoomTypes based on each other. You can define one BASE 
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ROOMTYPE and can set the binding ratio for the other RoomTypes to acquire rates from the rates defined for the 

Base RoomType.  

Here, as shown, the Base RoomType is 'Royal Plaza', and you can bind the other RoomTypes (SK, NSK, SQ, NSQ) with 

a certain ratio, so that you just need to define the rates for 'Royal Plaza' and the other RoomTypes will acquire the 

Rates depending upon the binding ratio set with the Base RoomType.  

 

Note:  

 If you add a room type by mistake, you can select the RoomType by clicking on it and then click 
on DELETE button to delete the RoomType.  

 No duplication of the ShortName for the RoomTypes should exist. 
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Room - Add/Edit/Copy/Delete 

You can Add new rooms, Edit the existing room details, create multiple new rooms by Copying them and delete 

multiple rooms at once. The Name is a compulsory field whereas the Description is an optional field. You need to 

select from the available options above which apply to your Room.  

 

Clicking on SAVE button will save the information and again a blank page will appear wherein you need to enter the 

details of other rooms which you need to add.  

 

Clicking on SAVE & CLOSE button enables you to Save the information of the room and then close the Add Room 

window. 
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Add Room 

 

You can add up the rooms from the ASI FrontDesk Configuration. The Add Room form looks like the one shown 

above. The 'Short Name' is a compulsory parameter for adding up a room. While the 'Name' & 'Description' are the 

optional parameters.  

 

Check-mark & select which feature images to show up on the Rooms.  

You can also select the Room to be or not to be counted in the ADR(Average Daily Rate), in the Occupancy or the 
Room Count. 

You can list out all the amenities you provide within that Room and along with it, you can also select to add up an 
image for the Room. 
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Edit Room 

 

To make any changes to the existing rooms, you need to do so from here. You can almost change any detail for a 

room. You cannot change the Room positioning like the Room Creation Date, Building, Appearance & Floor of a 

Room. Except for 'Building' & 'Floor' where the Room is positioned. 
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Copy Room 

 

You can create a series of rooms by specifying a range of Room numbers or alternatively you can also specify random 

room numbers separating each of them by a comma (,) by clicking on the ‘Specific Rooms’ button. 

 

 

 

 

Note:  

 You cannot change the RoomType of a Room if it's not in the Vacant state. 

 For changing the RoomType of a Room, there should be no Reservations on the that specific 
Room as well. 
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Delete Room 

 

The deletion of rooms is made easy as you either select a single room or mark multiple rooms for deletion on a 

single click. 

 

Note:  

 There should exist no transaction on the Room to be deleted. Neither in the past nor in the 
future. 

 You need to delete all the transactions on a Room to delete it.  
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Status Setting 

Room Status Color 

Room Status color are used to distinguish the status of each room in the FrontDesk from the Main Screen itself. Even 

though the status colors are reflected only in the FrontDesk instead of Configuration, you have to change the status 

color in the Configuration only.  

 

 

Room Status Title 

Status titles are used to set the labels or captions for the different Room Status. 
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Room Properties 
When you 'Right Click' on the Room, you get to see the Room properties as shown below:  
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Room Ordering 

Many times, it may happen that your Room Numbers don't show up in an ascending order, then you need to set 

right the way they appear in the list. You need to set the sorting either on the ShortName/RoomName and then click 

on 'Load' to have the correct list of Room numbers.  

Once, you've your Room number in the correct order, click on 'Save' and the same order they appear in the other 

reports.  
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Auto Arrange 

After having creating the Rooms, if you want to have the software arrange them automatically for you, you can go 

for this option and all your Rooms will be displayed in an order. Later, you can drag-drop them to arrange them in the 

way you like.  

When creating rooms in bulk, they may appear in a cluster and one behind the other, in such cases, if you like you 

may have the software arrange them in a chronological order and put them on the screen.  
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Bed Type 

You can create different type of beds (i.e. Single Bed / Double Bed / VIP Bed etc) and place it into one room. You can 

setup rate for complete room as well as you can setup rate for each individual bed type. Room rate and Bed rate can 

be setup in such a way so you can charge different rates during different time of the year (seasonal rates). 
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Bed 

We have complete dormitory functions in our software. You can rent individual rooms as well as you may also rent 

each individual beds inside rooms.  

One room may contains multiple beds and you can rent each individual beds to separate guest. You have bed setup 

in some room but due to some reason if you want to rent complete room rather then bed then this is also possible 

with ASI dormitory rooms module.  

You can create different type of beds (i.e. Single Bed / Double Bed / VIP Bed etc) and place it into one room. You can 

setup rate for complete room as well as you can setup rate for each individual bed type. Room rate and Bed rate can 

be setup in such a way so you can charge different rates during different time of the year (seasonal rates).  
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Rate Type 

ASI FrontDesk can be configured to handle different RateTypes. The main aim to define a RateType is to name the 

group of days so that amount can be stored pertaining to those days for each room. One can store unlimited number 

of RateTypes. The software is pre-configured with RACK RateType. Remember to enter RateTypes in such a way that 

they are self defining like the one shown below.  

 

 

By marking the 'Complimentary' or 'House Use' for the RateType, give you the feature of If you need to bind it up 

with the RACK rate on some binding ratio as shown below:   
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Select the Rate which is to be bind with the RACK Rate on either of the 5 binding types available as shown in the 

image above.  

If the Base RACK Rate is 59.99, then as per the settings shown above, the Base FortNight Rate would amount to 

69.99  
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 Configuration 

Other Charge  

You can customize the frequently or seldom collected charges apart from the rental charge and store the default 

rates pertaining to it. For example you can add Telephone charge to Other charges that will be charged depending on 

the calls made by guests or Service charge that can be always charged for every guest. 

 

 

 Enter the Default Rate for the charge type.  

 Uncheck the Taxable if you do not want to tax the new charge type. By default charge type is taxable.  

 Check mark the Always charge if you want this charge type to be charged only once during the guest stay.  

 Check-mark the Charge to Reoccur if you want this charge type to be charged each day of guest’s stay.  

 Check-mark the option Deposit if you wish to collect some deposit from the guest while checking in the guest. 

Say, for example, you can collect the deposit from the guests as a precaution to avoid the misconceptions 

between you and guest in case some damage occurs. If everything goes well, you can refund the deposit.  

Note: To note down the deposit made by the guest, you need to explicitly add the deposit to the guest in ASI 
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FrontDesk or mark the option Always Charge in ASI Configuration as per the requirement.  

 Check-mark the Call Logging Charge if you want all the calls to get logged in under this category. Note: 

Remember that you can have only one other charge as Call Logging Charge and this option is enabled only if the 

Call Logging feature is activated Features setting.  

 Click 'Save&Close' to save the new charge type.  

 Click 'Close' when finished entering the other charges. Note: Remember that either Always Charge or Charge to 

Reoccur can be check marked at a time as both the conditions cannot be applied. Therefore to check mark one 

of the option, you have to uncheck the other option.  
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Deposit 

 

You can use the Deposit feature for the issue you mentioned here which can work for the normal walk-ins, direct 

billings & the group check-ins. Here, apart from the chargeable amount, you can charge the extra amount 10,000.00 

as Damage Deposit and charge the guest if they made any damage to the property or else refund it back when the 

guest checks-out. 

Follow the below given steps: 

Step 1. ASI FrontDesk Configuration >> Configuration tab >> Deposit 

Step 2. Define an Other Charge as ' Property Damage' 

Step 3. Define a Deposit as 'Damage Deposit' 

Step 4. Link it up with the Other Charge 'Property Damage' so that in case the guest does some damage to the 

property, you can charge them on the name of this Other Charge 

Step 5. Check-in a guest 

Step 6. Add their regular payment. (May it be in Cash, Card or whichever mode) 

Step 7. Add the extra 10,000.00 as selecting it as 'Deposit' and from the Deposit list, select 'Damage Deposit' and 

add the amount 
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Step 8. While the guest checks-out, you can either refund the deposit collected or charge it against the Other 

Charge (Property Damage) 

Step 9. While Checking out the guest either click on 'Refund' (in case if guest doesn't make any damage to the 

property) or 'Post Charge' (in case if guest does makes damage to the property) 
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Other Charge Category 

You can define here the Other Charge Categories. 
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Other Charge Unit 

For the Other Charges, while adding them up, you need to assign them their default measurement unit, which are to 

be defined here as shown below: 
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User 

You can create new desk clerks and assign all/some of the privileges to the desk clerk by selecting the user type. 

Remember that only the Admin or the user with Admin level privileges or rights only can create new desk clerk and 

neither of the desk clerk can create new one irrespective of the user type. By default the users are pre-configured 

with some of the rights and privileges. You can easily grant more privileges or deprive the user from the default 

rights and privileges. 
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User Category 

Define the User Category. By default we give, 'Owner', 'Administrator', 'Manager', 'Operator'. If you wish to have any 

more Desk User Categories to exist, you can define them here. Having defined the category, next you can assign and 

pre-define the roles for these categories, so that next whenever you create a new user and select their category, the 

pre-defined privileges get assigned to them.  

You need not select the privileges each time you create a new user saving a lot of time. 
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User Roles 

You can create new desk clerks and assign some of the privileges to the desk clerk by selecting the user type. Please 

note that only the Admin can create new desk clerk and neither of the desk clerk can create new one irrespective of 

the user type. By default the users are pre-configured with some of the rights and privileges. You can easily grant 

more privileges or deprive the user from the default rights and privileges.  

You can also change the privileges for a category and select it to apply on the current users with the respective 

categories with the help of 'Apply on Users' button. 
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Unblock User 

ASI FrontDesk now offers a superior level of security. Where any user if enters a wrong password for more than 6 

times, their user account gets blocked.  

The Admin user or the user with Admin privileges can unblock the users whose user account gets blocked.  

 

Note:  

 If the Admin user account gets blocked, a user with Admin privileges can unblock the Admin 

user.  

 If no Admin user exists, contact ASI Technical Support and we shall help you.  
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Payment Type 

Various means of Payment can be stored. Any one of the payment type can be used while collecting the amount 

from the guest. The software is pre-configured with Cash, Check, Bad Debts etc. payment type. One can add more 

payment types if required. 

 

Note:  

 A ShortName for the Payment Type must exist.  

 No duplication of the ShortName for the Payment Types should exist. 
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Denominations  

You need to define all possible currency denominations in which you can accept the payment in as shown below:  
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Guest Document 

The software lets you to store the identification id of the guests while check in as a safety measure to avoid 

problems later. It is pre-configured with identification types such as Credit Card, Driver License, Passport, State ID. 

You can add more identification types for identification. Remember that storing identification id for the guest is 

optional, but it is one of the security measures provided by the software. 

 

Note:  

 A ShortName for the Guest Document must exist. 

 No duplication of the ShortName for the Guest Documents should exist. 
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 Options 

Settings  

All the settings pertaining to the Rental or the Display structure, software features, adding prefixes or setting custom 

Folio/Reservation/Receipt numbers, Email-account setup, Automatic Reports Print/Email setup, Credit-card 

processing setup, etc. can be done from here.  
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List View Settings   

The settings made here are used to show/hide the columns for the List View in the ASI FrontDesk. The custom order 

in the way they line-up can be changed as well. Click on the image below to check the same.  
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Folio Notice 

 

You can even store the notice that you would like to display in each and every Folio. You can change the folio notice 

at any time. Therefore make sure of the statements before changing the folio notice.  
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Guest Data Collection 

Select from the below given list of guest data which you wish to display on the Room Information form as well as, 

select one or more fields which you wish to mark as compulsory fields.  

 

 

 

Note:  While Checking-In a guest, unless and until you fill out all the mandatory fields marked here, 

software won't let you check-in the guest. 
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System Language 

ASI software products and services are Multi-lingual. If you do not see your language/region being supported by ASI 

please contact us. We would be very happy to add support for your language/region.  

 

Currently, ASI FrontDesk can be used in the following 16 languages. Select & check-mark  the languages you would 

like to work with and while logging in to either of the ASI modules, select the language from the language list 

available.  
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Features 

The system supports some extra features which are not enabled in the FrontDesk unless you activate them. You need 

to select the ones which are needed by you. This can even be done from the Feature Settings. 
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 Miscellaneous 

Miscellaneous Income Category 

 

The software lets you to keep track of all the payments that you have received. You have to define the categories 

under which you can log in like received payments. The categories definition enables you to easily manage the 

accounts receivable.  

You can only configure the categories in configuration. You can log in the received accounts in FrontDesk. 
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Miscellaneous Expense Category 

 

One of the important feature of software is to keep track of incurring expenses and lets to you manage the expenses. 

You cannot simply store the expenses incurred. You have to distinguish the category in which the expense incurred 

so that you can easily interpret the expenses incurred in the future. Therefore you have to create the category to 

store the expenses incurred under that category. 
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Non-Rental Room 
You can add up the Non-Rental Units to represent the whole pictorial view of your property in the software. You can 
add up the Non-Rental Units as shown below:  

 

 

Below is the example: 
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Room Amenities 
You can log in all the amenities available in your hotel rooms so that you can assign these amenities to the rooms 

while creating the rooms. You can even configure the room rates based on these amenities available in the room. 

These amenities can also be seen in the FrontDesk operation on the right click of the room. 
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Room Owner 
Sometimes hotel owners may take some of the rooms on the lease or rental basis to extend their business 

operations due to space scarcity or lack of investment or for some other reason. In such circumstances, you can just 

log in the room owners for your reference and the rooms either leased or rented by them. 
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Room Owner Assignment 
Select the Room Owner from the Room-Owner list. Select the rooms from the Unassigned Rooms list and click on 

Assign. Note that the rooms are added to the Assigned Rooms list as shown below: 
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Phone Extension 
You will need to log in all the room’s extension numbers first to properly manage the room calls. You need to activate 

the call logging feature from the Features section in the Settings for performing call accounting operations. 
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Phone Extension Assignment 
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DNR Reason 
If a guest commits some crime or offense, you may not wish to rent to the same person from the next time. You 

would like to store the reason responsible for not renting that guest from the next time, for example, misbehaved. 

The software provides the ability to store the Do Not Rent reason associated with the guest. You can also store all 

the other possible reasons for not renting the guests and simply assign the reason in the FrontDesk. It also displays a 

list of all the existing Do Not Rent(DNR) Reasons. 

 

You can perform following operations from here: 

 Add a new DNR Reason (click on Add  button.)  

 Modify existing DNR Reason (check mark the DNR reason, click on Edit, make necessary changes and click on 

Save&Close)  

 Remove existing DNR Reason (check mark the DNR reason and click on Delete)  
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Newspaper 
You may list out the list of News Papers which are available at your property and can add them up in the additional 

information with the guest who requests for it.  

 
 

Add this information from the 'Miscellaneous Information' tab, in the Room information form as shown below: 
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ASI FrontDesk 6.0 
 

All the operations are to be performed from the ASI FrontDesk.  
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 File 

BackUp Database 

To distinguish between the Manual Backup and the Automated Backup through the characters 'M' and 'A' in the 

'Type' column in the Backup Database form.  
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The software lets you to take the back up frequently to safeguard the data. You can also automate the backing up of 

data as a precaution or safety measure. You can take the BackUp in your own folder and restore whenever necessary.  

 

The database backup can be Automated at the start of NewDay at a specified location. This is just one time setting 

which once done is saved until any changes made to it. On the NewDay form, put a check-mark  on 'Automatic 

Database Backup' and provide the path where the backup is to be made. This setting once done is not to be 

repeated until either you need to turn off the Automated Database Backup feature or Change the Database Backup 

location.  
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Restore Database 

To restore a backup of a specific date from the list of the databases backups available. But to complete this task, you 

need to contact us for the same and we can help you restore the backup. 
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Settings 

General Settings 

 

Reader 

Choose and select the Swipe Card Reader type from the listed. Select the proper settings for the Reader and it'll be 

ready for use. 

 

 

Scanner 

Select the Scanner type, the Image folder path, Guest Image path, the Document Image path. 

 

Signature Pad 

Select the Signature Pad model from the list and the Image folder path for it. 

 

User Settings 
 

Change Password 

Once after logging in the software, if privileged to these settings, a user without taking the Admin's help to reset the 

password can reset/change the password from here. 
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ASI FrontDesk Theme 

You can set the way the software looks to you. ASI FrontDesk comes with 11 pre-installed themes. Choose the one 

which looks suites your eyes. This is per user setting saved for each user. Each time the user logs-in, the software 

opens up in the same theme set & preferred by the user.  

   

Screen-saver 

You can set a Screen-saver to start running when the system is idle for a specific time. On the resuming the work 

again, the software requires you to enter in your password.  

- Select & check-mark  the 'Ask Confirmation on Exit', if you wish the software to you a confirmation on exit from 

the software. 

- Select & check-mark  the 'Show Weekend Rate Color', if you wish the software to display the Weekend rates in a 

different color than the Weekdays rates in the Rate View. 

  

Print/Email Booking  

You can decide whether you would like to print or email (whether the receipt or folio) for each booking or email the 

cancellation letter for each booking.  

  

Print/Email Reservation  

You can decide whether you would like to print or email (whether the receipt or folio) for each reservation or email 

the cancellation letter for each reservation.  

While emailing the documents, you can also specify the CC recipient(s) separated by comma(,) if more than one. 

 

Print/Email Check-In 

Click on Check-In if you want to print the folio at the time of check in and select the option that you want to print 

(whether the receipt or folio) with the number of copies to be printed. 

Click on Check-Out if you want to print the folio at the time of check out and select the option that you want to print 

(whether Folio, Folio1 or Folio2) with the number of copies to be printed. 
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Click on Print at Check-In and Check-Out if you want to email (whether Folio, Folio1 or Folio2). Additionally, while 

emailing the documents, you can also specify the CC recipient(s) separated by comma(,) if more than one. 

 

Folio Display Options  

- Select & check-mark  the 'Folio Number', if you wish to display the Folio Number on the Folio.  

- Select & check-mark  the 'Guest Signature', if you wish to display the Guest Signature on the Folio. 

- Select & check-mark  the 'Rate Type', if you wish to display the Rate Type offered to the guest on the Folio.  

- Select & check-mark  the 'Desk Clerk Name', if you wish to display the Desk Clerk Name on the Folio.  

- Select & check-mark  the 'Business Source', if you wish to display the Business Source on the Folio.  

- Select & check-mark  the 'CheckOut Time', if you wish to display the CheckOut Time on the Folio.  

- Select & Check-mark the 'Deleted Payments', if you wish to display the Deleted payments on the Folio.  

Set the default behavior of the 'Print' button as to what it should print once you click on the 'Print' button from the 

available list of documents (whether Folio, Folio1 or Folio2) with the number of copies.  
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View Type 

Unit View 

This view gives you an exact look-alike view of your physical property layout. You can arrange all of your rooms and 

other non-rental units in such a way that it depicts the exact physical layout of the property. Here you can also have 

a view on all the rooms and can have an overview for rooms that are vacant, occupied, checked-out, and clean or 

have a reservation. Carrying out operations on any of the room is just a click away. You can even get the guest details 

without opening any room by turning on the Tool-tip feature by hovering the mouse over the Reserved or the 

Checked-In rooms.  

 

 

The Room Status as shown above mean the following:  
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1. V/Ready - A room is vacant and is ready for check-in..  

2. O/Clean - The room is occupied by the guest and is in clean state..  

3. O/Dirty - The Room is still occupied by the guest and is in dirty state.. Meaning the room is to be cleaned..  

4. V/Dirty - The guest has checked out of the room.. And the room is dirty..  

5. V/Clean - The room is vacant and the house-keeping is done after the check-out..  

6. V/Maint - This reflects the count of the rooms which are under maintenance..  

7. R/Ready - This reflects the count of the rooms which have reservations as on current software date..  

8. R/Booking - This reflects the count of the rooms which have bookings as on current software date..  

Current Floor Current Building Entire Property 
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List View 

In ASI FrontDesk, by default you are in Unit View. You can also prefer to view the rooms in list view where the rooms 

are displayed in a tabular form. Suppose if your hotel holds more than 300 rooms, ASI FrontDesk automatically 

switches from Unit View to List view. Moreover the List View gives more details of the room compared to the Stay 

view in the FrontDesk. The selection of the columns to be displayed in the List View is available in the ASI FrontDesk 

Configuration.  
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Tape Chart View 

This View is enables you to have an overview on all the rooms for their availability and status for more than a week 

until the next 5 weeks from today's date. This view on once gives you a clear idea for each room as till what date the 

room is occupied or has a reservation or is blocked.  

 

Tape Chart View will not only display today’s view but also the future days too. To display the future dates in the 

Tape Chart View, they can be Zoomed In/Out by the week slider located in the bottom right corner of the software.  

For changing Rooms of the guests, you can even drag and drop the Rooms from this View. By default this operation 

is locked, you need to unlock it, operate it and the again lock it to perform the regular operations on the rooms.  
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Flash View 

With the help of this View, you can get a glance of available rooms, of one or some specific room type, at once for 

the coming days or for a distant date. 

1. In the first part, you can see the detailed listing of the rooms of the room type selected. This part gives in depth 

information of the Room type selected as in the Total rooms of that room type, the occupied rooms, reservations 

on the rooms. 

2. In the second part, you can see the detailed rate type definition of the selected room type.  

 

You can export these details in to four different forms which are listed below: 
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Export to Excel - Below is the screens-shot: 
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Excel to HTML  - Below is the screens-shot:  
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Export to PDF - Below is the screens-shot: 
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Export XML - Below is the screens-shot: 
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Rate View 

 

The above Rate View gives you an overview of the Rates which are applied on Rooms for the selected Room type 

and Date Range. You can also set/alter the prevalent Rates for the Rooms using the ‘Range Rate Operation'.  

 

Enter RoomType Rates on this form. Each RoomType can be defined a rate. The rate you specify will be applicable to 

all rooms of this type. You can also enter rates for Extra Adult and Extra Child for each type of room. Later on, when 

you add rooms, you will be able to specify the base occupancy information for each room. 
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Booking Control Rule View 

Marking the property as Sold Out, Closed to Arrival or Closed to Departure, may it be putting restrictions such as 

Maximum, Minimum or Exact Nights, the Booking Control Rule View does it all from one place.  

If you're linked with ASI OTA & GDS services, you can setup all the above restrictions on all your linked up services 

from one point and vice-versa.  

For all the operations, select the proper cell combination of RoomType & Date.  

Or you can also use the 'Bulk Operation' and can setup the restrictions for a specific date range.  

Each engine has their own restrictions and limitations so please make sure the use of this feature. We have tried to 

explain try to explain some common cases as below: 

1. If you have base allocation or fix rooms contract to some of popular OTA like Expedia, Booking.com, Orbitz etc 

than restrictions may not work with those engines.  

2. Some OTA do not support all types of restrictions. i.e. Hotwire doesn't have CTD (Closed To Departure). If 

required please call us and we shall explain you which channels support which restrictions. In general Sold Out 

is supported by all the channels.  

3. When you are setting up critical dates, it is always better to look at Background Worker status to make sure you 

got 'Success' message on everything. Sometimes, OTA may generate/send some unknown message, please call 

us and we shall explain you the details of the same.   

4. If you are running multiple promotions than please make sure all your promotions either bind from OTA side or 

ASI side in order to transfer updates to all promotions.   

5. In general all GDS have no limitation and also support all types of restrictions.  
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Network Lock 

One of the important feature of the Network version is to let more than one Desk Clerk perform transactions on the 

rooms from various terminals simultaneously. The users working on various terminals are applied with the 

transaction changes at specific time interval (currently 1 min.) or they can deliberately apply the changes by clicking 

on the 'Refresh' button.  

 

In ASI FrontDesk, no two users can work or perform operation on a room simultaneously. The system distinguishes 

the rooms that are opened for transaction on various terminals. If the Desk Clerk tries to open the room that is 

already opened, the system alerts him that the room is already open. That is room is locked from performing 

operations. But if the Desk Clerk is Admin or if he is privileged to remove the locks, he can remove the lock of room 

and can perform the operation.  

 

While working in network environment, it is possible that two or more users are likely to make some transaction on 

the same room simultaneously. Whichever user opens the room first is allowed to make transaction on it else for the 

other user it is locked (Network Lock) until the first user finishes the operations and closes it.  

 

The second user might get a message as below: 

 

 

If using ASI only on one machine then, select all the rooms listed in the Network Lock here and then click on 'Delete' 

and then the listed rooms will open up for the transactions.  
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Select all the rooms listed in here and then click on Delete to be able to make transactions on them. 
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Change Year 

You can easily switch/toggle between the years. But remember that there should exist an year to switch between. As 

you cannot view two years simultaneously, you have to switch between the years.  

Once you're done working with the changed year, repeat the same steps to go back to the current year.  
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Change Desk User 

One of the important feature of the software is to let change the desk clerk at any time while the application is 

running, instead of closing the application and logging in once again. Normally this is done during change in the shift.  

 

Once the desk clerk is changed, all the transaction carried out are stored under his name. As the desk clerk is 

changed, the change is reflected in the ASI FrontDesk main screen itself where Desk Clerk name changes.  
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 FrontDesk 

Walk-In Wizard 
 

The Walk-in Wizard guides you through the process of checking in a guest. It is a step by step procedure which we 

shall below:  

Step 1. You need to fill in the guest information whichever applicable to the guest as shown in the below image and 

then click on the Next >> button.  

 

Step 2. This is the next step after filling in the guest details.. The guest’s document (ID proof) and vehicle 

information.  

You can fill in the details like the guest’s Credit Card, State ID, Passport, Military ID & the Driver’s License 

 in the Documentation Section.  
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Step 3. The Vehicle details in the Vehicle Information Section.  

 

You can add the details of any section just by clicking on the Add ( ) button. You can edit the details of any 

section just by clicking on the Edit ( ) button. You can delete the details of any section just by clicking on 

the Delete ( ) button. Just click on the Next>> button to proceed on to the next step.  

Step 4. Herein, you need to select the stay day(s) for the guest. 
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The Check Out date will be displayed automatically depending upon the number of stay days.  

Click on the Next>> button to proceed on to the next step. 

 

 

Step 5. Room Allocation: 
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Herein, you need to allocate the room type, room and the rate type to the guest.  

Click on the Next>> button to proceed on to the next step. 

Step 6. The last & final step to finish the wizard 
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Herein, you need to allocate the room type, room and the rate type to the guest.  

Here you just need to have an overlook on to the details of the guest which you have provided from the Step 

1 to Step 4. And then Click on Finish to complete the Walk-In Wizard to Check-In the guest. 

  

Step 7. This is the Check-In window, which appears after you click on the Finish button, wherein you just need to 

confirm the details and rate type and click on the Check-In button to check-in the guest in to the room.  
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This completes with the Check-in process for a guest through the Walk-In Wizard. 
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Booking 
 

Booking is made up on a particular RoomType.  

The Booking process commences the same way as the Reservation process.  

But here we do not have to allocate the room number to the guest.. We need to allocate a specific RoomType to the 

guest.  

So that when the guest arrives at the property on the supposed Check-In date you can allocate any Vacant room of 

that specific RoomType.  

Whereas the Reservation done binds you to allocate the same room on which the Reservation has been made to the 

guest at the supposed Check-In date.  

Now the operations to be made for a Reservation & Booking are the same.  

 

The steps are as given below: 

Step 1. Click on the Reservation button. 

 

Step 2. Fill in the details of the guest like the name, address, stay period, check-in date etc.  
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Step 3. Now fill in the Plan type as in the rate, rate type etc…  

 

Herein, you need to remember the basic difference between the Reservation & Booking. Here you can see 

that the Room Number is not selected.. Now in this case it becomes a Booking.  

The noticeable things are that the Reservation button has now changed to Booking and the title bar has 

changed its name to Booking rather than a Reservation. We can see that in the image above. Now moving on 

to the next & final step.  

Once you are done with entering and finalizing the details.. Hit the Booking button.  
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The next it displays the Confirmed Booking Number. This number is system generated.  

 

 

This ends the Booking process. 
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Reservation 
 

Reservation is another important feature and activity of hotel management software. Well, there is a very minor 

difference between a Reservation and a Booking.  

A Reservation is a made up on a specific Room Number of a particular RoomType whereas  

A booking is made up on a particular Room Type.  

So while either making a Reservation / Booking, you just need to remember the above things. Now the operations to 

be made for a Reservation & Booking are the same.  

The steps are as given below: 

Step 1. Click on the Reservation button.  

 

Step 2. Fill in the details of the guest like the name, address, stay period, check-in date etc.  
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Step 3. Now fill in the Plan type as in the rate, rate type etc 

 

Herein, you need to remember the basic difference between the Reservation & Booking.  

Here you can see that the Room Number is selected and assigned too.. Now in this case it becomes a 

Reservation.  
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The next it displays the Confirm Reservation Number. This number is system generated.  

 

 
 

This ends the Reservation process here.  
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Reservation Edit/Delete 

The Edit/Delete Booking Reservation button can be found in the ribbon as shown below:  

 

This deals with any alterations or updations / additions or deletions which are to be made to the bookings or the 

reservations. Clicking it will open all the persisting bookings/reservations. Which looks like the below given image: 
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Editing a Booking - Reservation 

If you need to edit any details of the booked/reserved guest as in the name, check-in date, the stay days, room 

type/number, rent or any other detail, in that case you need to click on the EDIT/DELETE button located just next to 

the RESERVATION button and then select the respective booking/reservation and then click on Edit.  

 

After you are done with the changes/alterations, do not forget to UPDATE (SAVE) those changes.. If you fail to update 

them the changes/alterations won’t take effect.  

 

Click on 'Ok&Close' to save the altered information of the reservation as well close the reservation window and 

return back to the Edit/Delete Reservation window. 
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Canceling a Booking - Reservation 

In case of canceling a booking/reservation, in that case you need to click on the EDIT/DELETE button located just 

next to the RESERVATION button and then select the respective booking/reservation and then click on CANCEL 

button, which will direct you to a Cancellation window, confirming you the last time whether or not you want to 

Cancel the reservation.   

 
 

 

Note: You can still retrieve a canceled reservation in the future but if you delete the 

reservation, there is no way you can get that back. 
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Deleting a Booking - Reservation 

In case of deleting a booking/reservation, in that case you need to click on the EDIT/DELETE button located just next 

to the RESERVATION button and then select the respective booking/reservation and then click on DELETE button, 

which will direct you to a Reservation Deletion window, confirming you the last time whether or not you want to 

Delete the reservation. 

 

 

 

Note: Once you delete a reservation, there is no way you can retrieve its details back. 
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Group 

 

By clicking on this button, you can perform four operations from here. Group Booking / Reservation / Check-in or 

Checkout.  

Here, in the Version 6.0 we have a detailed interface for the Group Operations. We shall start off with the Group 

Booking Operation.  

Group Block 

This feature is useful when you sell rooms to a corporate company. Once the rooms are blocked for a group, they 

cannot be taken in use by the property to rent or for booking purpose. 

The company may keep the rooms with itself or rent them at its own prices.  

 

To view the video depicting the below operations, please follow the links:  

Group Booking to Reservation click here  

Group Check-In click here  

Group Check-Out click here  
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Group Database 

 

The software lets you store and maintain the Group Information. One of the main advantage of maintaining the 

Group database is when filling Group Information during Group reservation or Check In.  

You need not enter the whole Group Information every time the group checks in or reserves. All you have to do is 

enter few characters and click Find.  

All similar groups will be displayed and you have to select the required one. Thus the system saves both the time as 

well as manpower. 
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Group Edit/Delete 

Group Booking 

As discussed earlier on the Bookings / Reservations, Group Booking deals with Bookings made on to the Room Types. 

Here, we have divided the Group Operation in to two halves.  

The Left portion deals with the Group Details and the Left with the Rental & Stay Details.  

First you need to fill in the Group Details, as in the Group Name, Contact Person name, address, contact number and 

other relevant information & details and then before moving on the Left portion click on the Save button to save 

those details only then you can move on to the other portion of the booking window.  

After the successful completion of entering the Group Information, you can select the Date-In – Check-In date of the 

Group, the Stay days and the system automatically sets the Date-out – Check-out date of the Group. 

Then select the operation as Book. from the four available options as Book. – Booking:  

Res. – Reservation 

ChkIn – Checking In a Group 

ChkOut – Checking Out a Group. 

 

Click on the Add button ( ) which in-turn will open up a window wherein you need to select the room types.   
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Group Reservation 

As discussed earlier on the Bookings / Reservations, Group Reservation deals with Reservations made on to the 

Room Types. Here, we have divided the Group Operation in to two halves.  

The Left portion deals with the Group Details and the Left with the Rental & Stay Details.  

First you need to fill in the Group Details, as in the Group Name, Contact Person name, address, contact number and 

other relevant information & details and then before moving on the Left portion click on the Save button to save 

those details only then you can move on to the other portion of the Reservation window as shown below:  

 

After the successful completion of entering the Group Information, you can select the Date-In – Check-In date of the 

Group, the Stay days and the system automatically sets the Date-out – Check-out date of the Group.  
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Then select the operation as Res. from the below four available options as: 

1. Book. – Booking 

2. Res. – Reservation 

3. ChkIn – Checking In a Group 

4. ChkOut – Checking Out a Group 
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Click on the Add button below in-turn will open up a window wherein you need to select the Rooms to be Reserved 
from the list of Available Rooms.  
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A message will be displayed upon successful completion of Rooms Reservation.  

 
 

 

You can see the Reserved Rooms in a list as shown below:  
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Just to make sure that the Reservations have been made, you can see them in the Tape Chart View as shown below:  
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Group Check-in 

In case of a new Group Check-In 

1. Click on the 'Group' button.  

2. Enter 'Group Name'.  

3. Enter in the 'Name' of the person in communication on behalf of that 'Group'.  

4. Click on 'Save'.  

5. Check the 'Check-In' date.  

6. Set the number of 'Stay Days'.  

7. Click on 'Save'.  

8. Click on the 'Check-In' tab.  

9. Click on the Add button ( ) to add up the rooms.  

10. From the Available Rooms window, set the 'Room Type' as '--ALL--' to see all the available rooms of all the 

Room-types at once.  

11. Check-mark all the rooms which you need to en-group.  

12. Click on 'Check-In'.  
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13. Click on 'Update'.  

14. Click on 'OK' to save the changes and stay on the Group page or 'OK&Close' to save the changes and exit the 

Group page. 

 

In case of a Reservation >> Check-In: 

1. Click on the 'Group' button.  

2. Open the group in 'Edit' mode.  

3. Check-mark the Rooms (all/selective) to be Checked-In.  

4. Check the 'Check-In' date.  

5. Set the number of 'Stay Days'.  

6. Click on 'Save'.  

7. Click on the 'Check-In' tab.  
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8. Click on the Add button () to add up the rooms.  

9. From the Available Rooms window, set the 'Room Type' as '--ALL--' to see all the available rooms of all the 

Room-types at once.  

10. Checkmark all the rooms which you need to en-group.  

11. Click on 'Check-In'.  

12. Click on 'Update'.  

13. Click on 'OK' to save the changes and stay on the Group page or 'OK&Close' to save the changes and exit the 

Group page.  
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Group Check-Out 

In case of a new Group Check-In 

1. Click on the 'Group' button.  

2. Select the 'Group Name'.  

3. From the 'Check-In' tab, select the Rooms to be checked out.  

4. Click on the 'Check-Out' button.  

 

The screen looks like the one shown below:  
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Screen-shot of Group Status on the Tape Chart View: 
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Guest Ledger 

 

 

 One of the important feature of the software is to let you have quick watch and get the idea of guest details 

such as  

 Total Number of guests expected to check out from guests to check out.  

 Total-number-of-guests-checked-out-on-the-current-day.  

 Total-number-of-guests-reserved-for-the-current-day  

 Total Number of guests present in the hotel from the In-house guests.  

You can also have faster glance at amount paid details, Check In details etc. The Guest Ledger helps you have a full 

detail on the Guest details for the Checked-in guests, the guests to be checked-out, reservation & bookings for today. 

You even can print this report. 
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Late Check-Out 

If you forget to check out guest today and it’s comes up as stay over in room then you can check out it from Late 

check out option. Also you can change the status of room from here at once.  

You can select room from here and click on the Check Out button. 
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V/Maint Rooms 

 

V/Maintenance Rooms lets you block one or more rooms. Should the room have any maintenance work to 

be done or is not ready for rental purpose, it is to be put up under the V/Maint. Rooms. 

The procedure for the same is as follows:  

 

After adding up the above room(s) in the V/Maint. Rooms, they will appear blocked as shown in the next image.  
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Change Room Status 

 

The software provides a faster way to change the status of room for the day. Remember that you can change 

the status only for the current day. You can set the status of room as Cleaned once it is Check Out. In the same way, 

you can set it back to vacant when it has been cleaned. 

 

Bulk room status change can be done from here. This is specially helpful when after the house-keeping you need to 

change the room status from ‘Clean’ to ‘V/Ready’ (Vacant Ready). All of the cleaned rooms can be made ready in less 

than a minute time.  

You can also directly change the check in status of the room to Check Out. But remember that you can set the check 

out status only when there is no balance pertaining to that Check In. Thus the software enables the desk clerk to 

carry out reliable operations faster. 
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Room Comment 

The Room Comment entered here, is shown up on the Room window. So that while renting the room, you may read 

out the Room comment and then rent the Room. 
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Find 

This feature of software supports desk clerk of all sorts of hotels, either smaller or larger to search either the rooms 

or in house guests. Thus, you can very easily, rapidly and in no time gain access to the rooms and guests. 
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Refresh 

One of the important feature of the Network version is to let more than one Desk Clerk perform transaction on the 

rooms from various terminals simultaneously.  

The users working in various terminals are applied with the transaction changes in specific time interval (now 10 sec) 

or they can deliberately apply the changes by refreshing. If you want to manually refresh rooms, click on this button. 
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New Day 

This is the first and the foremost thing which you need to do when you start your day at the property. This button is 

located in the FrontDesk tab. 

 

To create a new day, click on the New Day icon which displays the below given window wherein you get the New Day 

section on the left part as well as the Night Audit section on the right part.. It also prints the Night Audit Reports 

with it. 

Do not forget to check-mark  the Automatic Database Backup feature. It relieves you from the hassle of taking 

regular backups at regular intervals.  

Checking the “Auto CheckOut StayOver” automatically checks out the guests whose check out date matches current 

working day and balance amount is zero on creation of New Day. In this way creating a New Day does performs 

seven tasks at once as below: 

 

1. Creates a New Day. 
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2. Takes a Database Backup. 

3. Prints out the Night Audit Reports. 

4. Emails the Night Audit Reports. 

5. Closes the Credit Card batch. 

6. Automatic Checks Out the StayOver Guests. 

7. Marks the Reservations as 'No-Show'. 
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Settings 

General Setting 

 

Reader  

Choose and select the Swipe Card Reader type from the listed. Select the proper settings for the Reader and it'll be 

ready for use. 

 

 

Scanner 
Select the Scanner type, the Image folder path, Guest Image path, the Document Image path.  
 

Signature Pad 

Select the Signature Pad model from the list and the Image folder path for it. 

 

User Setting 
 

Change Password 

Once after logging in the software, if privileged to these settings, a user without taking the Admin's help to reset the 

password can reset/change the password from here. 
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ASI FrontDesk Theme 

You can set the way the software looks to you. ASI FrontDesk comes with 11 pre-installed themes. Choose the one 

which looks suites your eyes. This is per user setting saved for each user. Each time the user logs-in, the software 

opens up in the same theme set & preferred by the user.  

 

Screen-saver 

You can set a Screen-saver to start running when the system is idle for a specific time. On the resuming the work 

again, the software requires you to enter in your password.  

- Select & check-mark the 'Ask Confirmation on Exit', if you wish the software to you a confirmation on exit from the 

software. 

- Select & check-mark the 'Show Weekend Rate Color', if you wish the software to display the Weekend rates in a 

different color than the Weekdays rates in the Rate View. 

 

Print/Email Booking  

You can decide whether you would like to print or email (whether the receipt or folio) for each booking or email the 

cancellation letter for each booking.  

While emailing the documents, you can also specify the CC recipient(s) separated by comma(,) if more than one. 

  

Print/Email Reservation  

You can decide whether you would like to print or email (whether the receipt or folio) for each reservation or email 

the cancellation letter for each reservation.  

While emailing the documents, you can also specify the CC recipient(s) separated by comma(,) if more than one. 

 

Print/Email Check-In 

Click on Check-In if you want to print the folio at the time of check in and select the option that you want to print 

(whether the receipt or folio) with the number of copies to be printed. 

Click on Check-Out if you want to print the folio at the time of check out and select the option that you want to print 
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(whether Folio, Folio1 or Folio2) with the number of copies to be printed.. 

Click on Print at Check-In and Check-Out if you want to email (whether Folio, Folio1 or Folio2). Additionally, while 

emailing the documents, you can also specify the CC recipient(s) separated by comma(,) if more than one. 

 

Folio Display Options  

- Select & check-mark  the 'Folio Number', if you wish to display the Folio Number on the Folio.  

- Select & check-mark  the 'Guest Signature', if you wish to display the Guest Signature on the Folio. 

- Select & check-mark  the 'Rate Type', if you wish to display the Rate Type offered to the guest on the Folio.  

- Select & check-mark  the 'Desk Clerk Name', if you wish to display the Desk Clerk Name on the Folio.  

- Select & check-mark  the 'Business Source', if you wish to display the Business Source on the Folio.  

- Select & check-mark  the 'CheckOut Time', if you wish to display the CheckOut Time on the Folio.  

- Select & check-mark  the 'Deleted Payments', if you wish to display the Deleted payments on the Folio.  

  

Set the default behavior of the 'Print' button as to what it should print once you click on the 'Print' button from the 
available list of documents (whether Folio, Folio1 or Folio2) with the number of copies.  
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 Guest/Contacts 

Guest Database 
The software automatically stores and maintains the Guest Information. One of the main advantage of maintaining 

the Guest database is when filling the Guest Information during Room reservation or Check In. You need not enter 

the whole Guest Information every time the guest checks in or reserves. All you have to do is enter few characters 

and click Find. All similar guests will be displayed and you have to select the required one. Thus the system saves 

both the time as well as manpower.  

Once the guest details are entered, they automatically get saved in to the Guest database.  

 

 

If the guest is a repeated guest, just enter either their First or Last Name and then search for them in the Room 

Check-In window, you'll find all the matching guest records, with the search criteria. When using the Scanner or 

SnapShell for entering in the guest information using their Driving Licenses or their Passports, all the details 

including the guest's Driving License details, image and information are stored on the respective places. If during the 
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previous Check-In their information was entered by scanning their Passport or Driving License, the guest image too 

shows up on the Room Check-In form.  
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Guest Category 
The guest list which appears in the Guest Database can be classified under several categories. These several 

categories can be created from here. 
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Guest Category 
The software provides you the facility to carry out advance search where you can search a guest with wide range of 

available facts, unlike in Guest Ledger where you can search for a guest with few facts. Apart from the First & Last 

Name, here you can also search for the guest stay history, export it, print the past stay folio(s) by feeding in any of 

the available guest information with you. Guest can be searched through any of the searching criteria as shown in 

the image beside.  
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Contact Database 
The software provides the facility to maintain the contact (phone directory) with more faster access to the phone 

numbers alphabetically. The software is very flexible and stores the person's details in appropriate order even 

though you fail to enter them in a chronological order. Just like the 'Contacts' in your mobile phone, you can also 

store the contacts in the software. 
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Contact Category 

The contacts which you enter in the Contacts Database, can be assigned a category by which listing them or 

searching them later from the database becomes easy.  
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Lost & Found 

The software lets you to store and maintain the details of lost items. You can store the details of the lost items along 

with the complainant details. When the item is found you can return it to the complainant and keep track of the 

Desk Clerk who returned the item. i.e the resolved information.  

Remember that when you store the lost item and complainant details for the first time you will not have access to 

the resolved information but from the second time you can store the resolved information.  
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Guest Message 

 The Desk Clerk cannot remember all the messages, the guests receive and inform them. The software lets desk 

clerk to store the messages pertaining to the guest and later inform the guest when he/she is available.  

 You can effortlessly know the guests with the messages to be delivered from the ASI FrontDesk main screen 

itself. All you have to do is store the message information pertaining to the guest.  

 You have to mark the message as delivered message once it is informed. Otherwise the software will continue 

to maintain the message as undelivered.  
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 Tools 

Undo Transaction 
You can delete any transaction on a permanent basis from Undo transaction. Please note the below given points to 

perform an Undo Transaction. 

1. The guest should be already checked out.  

2. Neither the guest payment should be of any Credit Card nor should the guest have any credit card information 

in his check-in information.  

3. The guest should not belong to any Direct Billing (Business Source) Company.  

4. The guest should have no Room Change history.  

5. There should be no balance pending for the guest.  

If you meet all the above given conditions, only then you can Undo a transaction. 

Follow the below given steps to Undo a transaction.  
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For doing an Undo transaction, please click on the Undo button as shown beside which opens up a listing for 

the guests who meet the above five conditions as shown below: 

 

The Undo Transaction is solely based on the check-in date of the guest. The above list displayed for the guests is also 
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based upon the check-in date of the guest. If you need to Undo a guest transaction, you need to search him by his 

check-in date as displayed above. The list displays the search results for the guests who checked-in on the 1st of May.  
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You just need to select the guest and hit the Undo button, which will Undo the information & details of the guest. 

But if also selected the ‘Undo Images’, then it will Undo the Image scanned from the guest ID when the guest 

checked-in.  

 

Once the transaction is Undone, it can be recalled again in the software from the Redo Transaction. This is how we 

can get the transaction back in system by REDO transaction.  
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Redo Transaction 
One of the important features of the software is to safeguard your data or the security it provides to the data and 

transactions. Therefore the software enables you to restore the transaction if accidentally you delete the data.  
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Income Accounts 
The software lets you to keep track of all the payments that you have received. You can log in the received payments 

category wise. If you do not find the category under which you desire to store, please define the category in the ASI 

FrontDesk Configuration. The categories definition enables you to easily manage the accounts receivable.  

You can have access to this module only if you are privileged to. 

 

 

Note:  

1. If the Account or Category type you require does not exist, you have to configure the account type 

from the ASI FrontDesk Configuration. 

2. The software internally stores the persons name once entered. Therefore if the person is frequently 

paid you can select the person from the list. 
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Expense Accounts 
The software apart from maintaining the rental transactions, enables you to keep track of the expenses incurred in 

the hotel. You have to categorize the expense incurred and store its details. Therefore the management of expenses 

becomes simple and easy. 

 

 

Note:  

1. If the Account or Category type you require does not exist, you have to configure the account type 

from the ASI FrontDesk Configuration. 

2. The software internally stores the persons name once entered. Therefore if the person is frequently 

paid you can select the person from the list. 
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Business Source Category 
The Direct Billing feature comes pre-defined with three categories viz. Travel Agent, Web Reservation & Direct Billing. 

While creating any Direct Billing company or Business Source, you need to select the proper category. The 

'Commission' & 'Credit' feature can be selected to apply one/all Business Sources. Related Reports can be found too 

in the Reports tab.  
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Business Source Payment 

 

 

One of the important features of the software is to allow Direct Billing. In Direct Billing the 
person need not pay the amount instantly instead the corporation he belongs to pays the rent amount at one time. 
Normally Direct Billing amenity is given to the corporate clients. In Direct billing, the corporation is offered the 
specific credit limit and seen that the credit limit do not exceed the specified. The Direct Billing provides Financial 
Convenience to the corporation and it can pay the money at a time through credit cards or checks. 
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You have to create an account and store the credit limit before direct billing to the guest. The dues are added to the 

account whenever the corporate employee is rented so that they can conveniently pay at one time.  

 

The corporation can clear the dues at specific time periods; say for example on monthly basis. The very first task in 

Direct Billing is to create an account. But you cannot create the Direct Billing account unless you are privileged to 

create. By default Admin is privileged to create the account.  

 

This Feature can be use to post third party payments for those guest whose stays in your property & there payment 

will be posted later on when third party gives you a check or any other mode of payment like cash or credit card.  

 

This is the Direct Billing Feature Main Screen, you can go to this window from Tools Tab. 
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Bad Debt Assignment 
There is possibility for a circumstance to arise where you would check out a guest even if the balance is non zero 

(normally when the guest is not in a position to pay or cannot pay). Therefore in such condition, you would like to 

mark the pay type of guest as bad debts. Instead of going to individual room and marking it as bad debt you can 

mark more than one room guest as bad debt in a single attempt.  
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Folio Notice 

 

 

You can even store the notice that you would like to display in each and every Folio. You can change the folio notice 

at any time. Therefore make sure of the statements before changing the folio notice. 
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Set Reminder 
This feature is used to remind the Desk Clerk regarding an Important message they need to remember or for 

reminding others for the work they need to do. Select the type or write it down, Then choose chose the option from 

Low, Normal, or High priority and then make the Interval as Once, Daily, Weekly, Monthly or Yearly basis depending 

on requirement. It prompts up on the screen to remind the Desk Clerk operator.  
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Wake-Up Call 
You can manually set the date and time of the wake up call as well as you can view the active and canceled wake up 

call times of the rest of the rooms.  
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 House Keeping 

Special Report Request 
If a guest requests for any special service or favor, can be stored and can be viewed from this Report.  

To add up a Special Request for a guest to show up in this report, view the highlighted image below: 
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Special Request Report screen-shot as below: 
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House Keeping Tasks 
You have to define the tasks which are assigned to the group members. The software is pre-configured with tasks 

such as Bathrooms, Towels, Bed Sheets etc. You can either modify them or define your own task. You can define 

maximum of eight different tasks.  

With adding the tasks, additionally you can assign the estimated time required to complete the tasks, so as to get 

the total time required to complete the House-keeping for all the rooms.  

The same appears on the House-keeping Report too, giving you an overview of the time taken by the member to 

complete the listed rooms in the scheduled time.  
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House Keeping Group Setup 
A single person cannot perform all the task involving dusting, washing, cleaning etc. Therefore groups of persons are 

created so that tasks are assigned to these groups and it becomes easy to manage the house keepers.  

For example, the software is pre-configured with two group types namely weekday and weekend. Weekday group 

may be assigned daily routine task and on weekends there may be an extra group naming Weekends that may be 

assigned weekly routine task. You can create more similar groups. But make sure that the group names are simple.  
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Room Assignment 
You have to assign the rooms to the groups for carrying out the tasks. You can have more than one member in a 

single group type. Maximum of 15 members can be created.  

For assigning the Rooms to the member groups, you can either choose to drag and drop the rooms to the member 

groups or you can ask the software to auto-assign the Rooms to the created member groups.  
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HOW TO 
 

 ASI FrontDesk Version 

To check the Version Number for your ASI FrontDesk, follow the below steps:  

 

Click on the Help tab. 

 
 

Click on the About ASI FrontDesk.  

 

 

The highlighted portion in the below shows the Version of your ASI FrontDesk.  
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 Installation Type 

To check the Version Number for your ASI FrontDesk, follow the below steps:  

 

Click on the Help tab. 

 

 

 

Click on the About ASI FrontDesk.  
 

1. The highlighted portion in the below shows the Installation Type of your ASI FrontDesk. In case, if ASI FrontDesk 

is installed only on one machine at your property the Operation Mode may read as 'Standalone'.  

2. If ASI FrontDesk is used in a network environment then, one of the ASI FrontDesk's installations would read 

'Server' and the others would read as 'Client of (IP address/Computer Name of Server machine). 
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 Create a New Day 

  

 

 

To create a new day, click on the New Day icon which displays the below given window wherein you get the New Day 

section on the left part as well as the Night Audit section on the right part.. It also prints the Night Audit Reports 

with it.  

Do not forget to check-mark the Automatic Database Backup feature. It relieves you from the hassle of taking regular 

backups at regular intervals.  

Checking the Auto CheckOut StayOver automatically checks out the guests whose check out date matches current 

working day and balance amount is zero on creation of New Day. In this way creating a New Day does performs 

seven tasks at once as below:  

3. Creates a New Day.  
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4. Takes a Database Backup.  

5. Prints out the Night Audit Reports.  

6. Emails the Night Audit Reports.  

7. Closes the Credit Card batch.  

8. Automatic Checks Out the StayOver Guests.  

9. Marks the Reservations as 'No-Show'.  
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 Deleting A Day 

The software enables you to delete the day. Therefore if you commit mistakes while creating days, you can easily 

delete the day. But remember that you can delete the last day only and cannot delete the days in between. 

You can also delete the day's transactions, if you wish to remove just the transactions made on that particular day.  
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 Printing New Day Reports 

To print the New Day Reports, click on the New Day icon which displays the window as shown beside, wherein you 

get to see the Print Reports button.  

Please note that only the privileged users can print these reports.  

The users who do not have the privilege to view the reports marked to be pr inted on the New Day, cannot print 

these reports.  

 

It will print the selected reports for the selected date. 
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Below screen-shot shows how to set the reports to be printed on the New Day  

 

To print the Reports for the previous dates, select the date from the Calendar and then click on the 'Print Reports' 

button.  


